Representing Lodi Energy Center: Andrea Grenier, Sarah Madams, and Natalie Lawson. Representing the Energy Commission: Rod Jones, Project Manager, Bright Eastman and Dorothy Torres, Cultural Resources Staff.

The conference call was initiated by cultural resources staff regarding a question asked during the Lodi Energy Center (LEC) Data Response Workshop regarding DR#15 and cultural resources. Staff was responding to a request for clarification from the applicant regarding DR#15 and the natural gas line route. Andrea Grenier indicated that PG&E will be entirely responsible for laying the natural gas pipeline and will be using an existing easement. In response to staff’s question about new access roads, Ms. Grenier stated that PG&E will be using an existing right-of-way through the agricultural field to the pipeline work.

During the conference call staff was able to ask additional questions regarding ground disturbance that might occur during project activities. The Application for Certification (AFC) had referred to anticipated directional drilling. Staff asked about directional drilling involved in laying the natural gas line and if there was an opening under I-5. Ms. Madams responded that PG&E will lay the pipeline over existing pipeline routes. She was not aware of an opening beneath I-5. Staff indicated the need to know depth and width of any anticipated directional drilling. Ms. Grenier indicated that PG&E has not finalized the natural gas line route and a supplement will be provided that updates natural gas line route information.

Staff also requested additional information regarding construction of a temporary off ramp on Cord Road. Staff could not identify information in the AFC regarding a cultural resources survey of the temporary off ramp location. Ms. Lawson responded that the location of the temporary ramp was not included in the cultural resource survey and she would see that the location is surveyed for cultural resources and the information provided to staff.

Although laydown areas would be used for the project, Ms. Grenier stated that the project anticipated only graveling the laydown areas. Additional ground disturbance would not be necessary.
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